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Data is constantly changing. Today, there can be incremental updates to the existing data. As the 

data is evolving with new updates, the results of big data applications gradually become out of 

date and stale. It is required to refresh the results for every update efficiently. 

Apache Spark is used to process multiple petabytes of data on clusters having thousands of 

nodes. The core abstraction of Spark is RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset), which is an 

immutable collection of elements. Due to the immutability of RDD, Spark works information in 

parallel, permits information reuse, and handles failures and stragglers productively. But Spark 

lacks flexibility and efficiency of incremental processing of small updates. 

In this thesis, IncRDD framework is proposed for incremental processing of updates to the 

existing data. IncRDD sustains all the powerful features of Spark including parallel processing, 

data reusability, and fault tolerance. New operations for RDD are implemented to add new 

records, update the existing records, and delete them. 
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We introduce a new variant of Cuckoo hashing, Dual-CH Fast-Simple. Dual Cuckoo hashing 

uses two cuckoo hash tables. The first cuckoo table is used to store records, in every partition of 

a node. The second hash table is used to implement structural sharing, which adds persistence, 

utilize previous versions, and avoids expensive re-computation. We evaluate IncRDD using 

incremental algorithms and provide experimental results to show the significant improvement in 

the performance of Incremental RDD. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem context 

Big data is constantly changing. Petabytes of data are being generated in social networks, mobile 

data, health care systems, software companies, and many other environments. It is important to 

process the data, draw conclusions and produce the results. Since the data is constantly evolving, 

the results of big data applications become obsolete and inconsistent. Incremental updates need 

to be processed to refresh the results of big data applications. 

 Consider a big data application, which analyzes the social networking website data, to 

generate a report of the number of followers of celebrities. However, the underlying data is 

constantly changing; new followers of celebrities are added and deleted. Since the data is 

constantly changing, the results of this application gradually become inconsistent and invalid. 

Therefore, it is required to refresh the results of big data applications regularly.   

 Incremental processing adds persistence and structural sharing to the data. It supports 

version controlled updates to the data. Past versions are retained in the system, even after they 

are updated. For every update of data, new versions are created instead of modifying existing 

versions. Hence, incremental updates return a new copy but internally share almost the same 

structure. Since it re-uses the existing structure and re-computes only for the new updates, 

incremental processing is an efficient approach for small incremental updates. 
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 In recent years, incremental processing has been applied to many big data computing 

framework, MapReduce [1]. The incremental processing [2], [3] approaches have been proven to 

perform better than the traditional batch processing approaches [4]. Percolator [5] is deployed to 

create google web index by incrementally processing updates. CBP [6] and Naid [7] are 

incremental processing systems which require the algorithms to be re-implemented. Incoop [8] 

detects the changes in input, but only supports task-level incremental processing. Inc-HDFS [8], 

[9] enables incremental computations to HDFS. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Apache spark [10] is in-memory general-purpose distributed data processing system. Spark 

introduces a basic abstraction called as Resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [11]. RDD is a 

collection of immutable elements which are operated in parallel and allow data re-use and 

efficient fault tolerance. RDDs are useful for coarse-grained transformations, but not used for 

fine-grained updates. 

 Since RDD is immutable, they have the following advantages: 

1. Parallel operation: The data can be operated in parallel and distributed architecture because 

the underlying dataset is constant (immutable) 

2. Data reuse: RDDs can be re-used many times due to immutable data. 

3. Divide and conquer: Since the dataset is constant, it can be divided into blocks of data, 

processed individually, and combine the results. 

4. Fault tolerance: Spark can achieve efficient fault tolerance by re-computing the results on 

different nodes using RDD and lineage graph. 
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5. Straggler mitigation: Slow running tasks are identified and re-run on other nodes because the 

dataset is immutable. 

 Today, in real life big data applications, the data is constantly changing. It is required to 

process the updates to data efficiently. Existing solutions to re-compute the complete task 

sacrifice flexibility and efficiency. 

 The challenge is to introduce the incremental updates in Spark RDD but retains all the 

above-mentioned advantages of Spark (parallel operation, data re-usability, fault tolerant and 

straggler mitigation). We implement the IncRDD interface to efficiently process the incremental 

updates. We also introduce a new variant of cuckoo hashing, the dual-cuckoo hashing, to provide 

fine-grain incremental processing. 

1.3 Document Organization 

The remainder of this thesis documents the IncRDD framework, implementation, and the results 

for incremental updates.  

 Chapter 2 presents an introduction to Hadoop MapReduce [1] and Apache spark [10] and 

its advantages. Chapter 3 describes the immutability of spark and depicts the need for 

Incremental updates. Chapter 4 describes the Existing solutions for incremental updates and 

motivation for this thesis. Chapter 5 introduces dual-cuckoo hashing techniques and variants. 

Chapter 6 documents my contribution of IncRDD interface design and implementation. The 

results of the incremental processing are presented in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the 

thesis and introduces the future work of incremental processing in Spark
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 MapReduce Background 

MapReduce [1] is a distributed programming model for processing large data sets. The two 

important phases of this programming model are map phase and reduce phase. Mappers consume 

key, value pairs as the input and produce the intermediate key, value pairs as the output. 

Reducers accept the key, list of values as the input to generate the key, value output, as shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Computations in MapReduce  

 

 MapReduce works on master-slave architecture. Master node has JobTracker which 

assigns the tasks to the worker nodes. Worker node executes the map or reduces tasks until 
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completion. When all map and reduce tasks have been executed, the master node returns the 

output to the user program. 

2.2 Spark Background 

Today, Apache Spark [10] is being deployed by major players like yahoo, Twitter, Netflix and 

eBay. Spark is a large scale data processing engine [12] that has advanced execution engine that 

supports in-memory computation. Spark was started at UC Berkeley in 2009 and has been 

rapidly adopted by a wide range of companies [13] and has become largest big data open source 

community. It is used to process multiple petabytes of data on clusters having thousands of 

nodes. 

 Since Spark supports in-memory computation, it is highly popular for executing iterative 

algorithms. It runs programs up to 100x faster than Hadoop MapReduce. Spark provides high-

level APIs in Scala, python, Java, and R. 

2.2.1 Spark Modules 

 

Figure 2.2. Spark modules 
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 The Powerfulness of Apache Spark is due to the stack of libraries that it provides. The 

Spark core [15] is the foundation of the Apache Spark. It provides the basic functionalities of 

Spark through application programming using RDD abstraction. 

 Spark SQL [16] is a component built on top of Spark. With the benefits of relational 

processing, Spark SQL lets users call complex libraries in Spark. It has packages to manipulate 

Data frames, which is a collection of structured and semi-structured data. 

 Spark Streaming enables the fast scheduling in Spark and used in streaming analytics. It 

ingests data in small batches and performs operations on them. It has built-in to consume Kafka, 

Flume, Twitter, ZeroMQ and TCP/IP packets. 

 MLlib is a distributed, machine learning framework, which is 9x faster than Apache 

mahout. It includes many statistical and machine learning algorithms.  

 GraphX is a distributed, graph processing framework. It is similar to the in-memory 

version of Apache Giraph but does not support for graphs that need to be updated. 

2.2.2 RDD  

The basic abstraction of Apache Spark is RDD [11] - Resilient Distributed Dataset. RDD is a 

collection of immutable elements which are operated in parallel and allow data re-use and 

efficient fault tolerance. RDDs are useful for coarse-grained transformations, but not used for 

fine-grained updates. 

 There are two methods to create an RDD: parallelizing an existing data or using data in 

the external shared system, like HDFS. 
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Figure 2.3. Spark shell screenshot to create RDD. 

 

 In the above figure 2.3, an array of strings is created. Note that Scala is statically typed. 

Spark Programmer does not need to specify the data type explicitly. RDD is created by passing 

data to SparkContext's parallelize() method. This creates an RDD, which is the parallel collection 

of immutable elements. 

 There are two types of RDD operations: transformations and actions. RDDs are lazy in 

transformation. They do not execute transformations immediately but compute their results when 

an action is invoked. Spark maintains a lineage graph to record the transformations, which are 

used to build the data. Examples of transformations include map, reduce, join, and filter. 

 Consider a WordCount example in Spark, shown in Figure 2.4, counts the number of 

occurrences of every word in a given text document. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. WordCount program in Spark 
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The lineage graph is shown in Figure 2.5 below. 

 

Figure 2.5. Lineage graph for WordCount program. 

 

 Spark creates this lineage graph when a set of transformations are used. They are 

executed when an action is invoked. This mechanism is used to achieve efficient fault tolerance.
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CHAPTER 3 

SPARK IMMUTABILITY AND NEED FOR UPDATES 

3.1 Immutability in Spark 

Scala [18] is a statically typed programming language which combines the features of object-

oriented and functional programming. Scala has two types of variables: value (Val) or variable 

(var). 'Val' means that it is a variable that cannot be changed and this is called as the immutable 

variable. The below Figure 3.1 depicts the use of ‘Val’ and ‘Var’ types.  

 

Figure 3.1. Spark shell screenshot to show ‘val’ and ‘var’ types. 

 

 RDDs are declared as 'val' and cannot change its value. Since RDD is immutable, they 

have the following advantages: 
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3.1.1 Parallel Operation 

The data can be operated in parallel and distributed architecture because the underlying dataset is 

constant / immutable. 

 

Figure 3.2. RDD creation 

 

 As shown in the above figure 3.2, RDD is created by using the ‘parallelize()’ method of 

Spark Context. This creates a parallel collection of data because the data is immutable ('Val' 

type). 

 

Figure 3.3. Parallel operation in Spark 

 

 As shown in Figure 3.3, the Driver program partitions the data into blocks and sends it to 

the worker nodes for execution. A worker node executes a block of data and returns the result to 

the driver program. In a distributed architecture, this is executed in parallel. Due to parallel 

operation, every task / node is independent and hence Spark is the faster processing system. 
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3.1.2 Data Reuse 

Since the data is immutable, RDD can be reused multiple times. This feature is important for an 

efficient handling of failures in Spark.  

 The task can be retried in same node or replicated in a different node multiple times, to 

get a similar result each time. 

3.1.3 Divide and Conquer 

Since the dataset is constant, it can be divided into blocks of data, processed individually, and 

combine the results. Spark uses a master-slave architecture where the master program partitions 

(divide) the data, the worker node execute the tasks, and results are returned to the master 

program (conquer).Figure 3.3 depicts the divide and conquer technique used in Spark. 

3.1.4 Fault Tolerance 

Node failures are a common issue in a distributed architecture system. Spark can achieve 

efficient fault tolerance by re-computing the results on different nodes using RDD and lineage 

graph. Spark detects the node failures and re-runs the task in another node. Since RDD is 

immutable, the data is independent of a node and using the lineage graph, the task is retried. 

 

Figure 3.4. Fault tolerance in Spark 
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 In Figure 3.4, if the Task2 fails, then it can be retried multiple times because the input 

data to the task is immutable. Also, whenever the task is retried, it returns the same result 

because the data is not updated /changed. 

3.1.5 Straggler Mitigation 

Slow running tasks are called as Stragglers. Tasks are executed slowly because of many reasons, 

including garbage collection pauses. Stragglers are efficiently identified and re-run on other 

nodes because the dataset is immutable. Spark RDD shows an independent behavior by showing 

the same result if they are rerun many times. 

 

Figure 3.5. Straggler Mitigation in Spark 

 

 In Figure 3.5, the task1 is a straggler. Spark efficiently identifies slow nodes. It is killed 

by the master program, and then task1 is replicated, and executed by node2. 

3.2 Need for Efficient Updates 

Real-time data processing is changing business [19]. In recent years, there is a shift in the 

method of big data processing, from batch processing to real-time data processing. Data is 

collected from many environments, including the social media websites, mobile devices, and 
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smart IOT appliances. All the generated data needs to be stored, processed and analyzed to draw 

conclusions or to make decisions. 

 Constant data flow demands a real-time data processing. In real time data, there may be 

small updates, new additions, and few deletions to the existing data. Consider the social 

networking websites like Facebook, where new comments are added every second, profile 

pictures are updated, and few old posts are deleted. 

 Consider an application where Spark is used to generate an analytics of the names and 

number of tweet counts of user's followers in Twitter. 

 

Figure 3.6. Twitter sample report 

 

 Figure 3.6 depicts the sample report. Since its real-time data, the report generated may be 

no longer valid because the input data would have changed, while the data is being processed. 

The computed results will be invalid and obsolete. 

 

Figure 3.7. Graph updating problem 
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 Spark can consume real-time data for stream aggregation algorithms, incremental 

algorithms, and graph algorithms. In these algorithms, the data may be dynamically changed. An 

example is shown in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.8. Need for Incremental processing in Spark 

 

 There is a need for processing the updates to existing data. Apache Spark needs to 

efficiently process the incremental data. Figure 3.8 depicts the data gathered from the different 

environment that are processed by Apache Spark. There are incremental updates to existing data, 

which are required to be processed, and to get the refreshed results.
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CHAPTER 4 

EXISTING SOLUTIONS 

4.1 Existing Solution 

In this chapter, we discuss the existing solutions for incremental updates [20], [21] in Apache 

Spark. 

4.1.1 In-Place Mutation 

The standard solution for incremental updates is to accept an in-place mutation. This approach 

allows updating the RDD when the real-time data changes.  

 Consider an example, in Scala, where in-place mutation updates the variables directly, as 

shown in Figure 4.1. Here, we update the total_tweet count and tweet count of a particular user. 

 

Figure 4.1. Update method to change tweet counts 

 

 Using in-place mutation, we can update the user's tweet count and total tweet count 

directly. This method is a faster solution to incremental update but suffers from providing fault 

tolerance. Initally assume that the tweet_count=0 and total_tweet =0. Consider a situation where 

the total tweets are updated, but the task fails. 
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Figure 4.2. Fault tolerance in spark 

 

 Spark retries the task in another node. Now the user's tweet count is updated correctly, 

but the total tweet count is updated twice. The tweet_count =1 and total_tweet =2, and it 

becomes inconsistent / invalid. 

4.1.2 Batch Operations 

Batch operations are similar to the atomic operations in a database [22], such that either all occur 

or nothing occurs.  This can be achieved by using LOCK and UNLOCK, or COMMIT and 

RELEASE. This ensures that a serial execution occurs. 

 

Figure 4.3. Atomic Batch operations 

 

 In Figure 4.3, LOCK and UNLOCK are used for updating the existing data. But, this 

method proves to be inefficient for large distributed dataset. Long-lived snapshots are inefficient 

for Spark. 

4.1.3 Object Cloning 

Another solution to the incremental updates is to clone an object. This approach specifies to 

duplicate an object that needs to be modified and then perform the operations of the replica.  
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Figure 4.4. Object cloning 

 

 Figure 4.4 shows the cloning method. In this method, a duplicate of the tweet is created, 

modified and returned from the function. 

 This solution may be feasible, but it is not an optimal solution. Duplicating all objects in 

a real-time application is not an efficient solution. 

4.1.4 IndexedRDD 

IndexedRDD [20] is an approach developed for supporting efficient fine-grained updates in 

Spark. It is an RDD based distributed key-value storage interface that supports immutable 

semantics [21]. This is an interface where application programmer can use it for real-time 

updates. This supports fine-grained operations including 'get', 'put' and 'delete'. It also supports 

accelerated RDD operations including 'filter' and 'joins'. 

 IndexedRDD uses a classic data structure called as an Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [23]. 

This is a recent work for an efficient main memory indexing in databases. Radix trees have 

sorted order traversals and have better asymptotic performance than binary trees. It has efficient 

union and intersection operations. 
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Figure 4.5. Adaptive Radix trees 

 

 Adaptive Radix trees are the radix trees where the size of the nodes is adaptive to the 

content of the tree. Although the height of the radix tree remains unchanged, the size of node 

differs based on the content. As shown in Figure 4.5, ART has two important features which 

provides the adaptive behavior; node compression and lazy expansion.  

 This approach introduces persistence to radix trees, named as Persistent Adaptive Radix 

Trees (PART). This support versioned updates. They create new versions instead of modifying 

the existing version. It exhibits structural sharing, where multiple versions share the same 

internal structure. Persistence can be easily implemented in a Radix tree due to its structure.  

 This solution provides APIs for incremental updates and shows experimental evaluation 

for efficient fine-grained updates. However, this method fails to perform better than hash tables 

with real-time applications in streaming aggregation. This is further described in the next section 

of this chapter. 
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4.2 Motivation 

The existing solution, IndexedRDD is evaluated to show the performance, compared to the other 

mutable data structures.  

 A real-time experiment is performed, on IndexedRDD solution. Counting occurrences of 

26 character string ids is performed. It is loaded with one billion keys. A stream of 100 million 

keys is used to check the efficiency of insertions to RDDs. The experimental results are shown in 

Figure 4.6 

 

Figure 4.6. Real-time application with IndexedRDD 

 

 From the figure, it is evident that the solution, PART is 50 times faster than Cassandra for 

insertions. However, a mutable hash table shows an 18% improvement in performance of 

insertions in Spark. This result leads to a question that whether hashing can be used to provide 

incremental updates in Spark. 

 The Research also provides evidence that the Hash tables, perform better than Adaptive 

Radix trees [23]. A complete experiment involving a comparison of Adaptive Radix trees, with 

the variants of hashing techniques, is shown in below figures 4.7, 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7. Insertion throughput comparison between ART and cuckoo hashing 

 

Figure 4.8. Lookup comparison between ART and cuckoo hashing 

 

 It is evident that the variants of cuckoo hashing are known to have better efficiency than 

the Adaptive Radix Trees. Cuckoo hashing is at least 4.8x faster for insertions than ART, at least 

2.8x faster for lookups than ART. 

 This provides a motivation for using hashing schemes in Spark, to provide incremental 

updates to RDDs.
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CHAPTER 5 

DUAL CUCKOO HASHING 

5.1 Cuckoo Hashing 

Cuckoo hashing [23], [24] is a hashing strategy to resolve collisions in hash tables. It produces 

worst-case constant time [O(1)] efficiency for lookup and deletions. It also gives an amortized 

constant-time for insertion. 

 The name derives from the species of cuckoo and its behavior. Cuckoo bird kicks the 

eggs / young out of its nest when it recognizes that this doesn't belong to it. Similarly, when the 

key hashes to an index of the hash table, it kicks out the element that was stored previously to a 

new index position, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1. Sample Cuckoo hash table  
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5.2 Operations in Cuckoo Hashing 

This section describes the algorithms of all the operations on cuckoo hash table. Cuckoo hashing 

usually has two hash tables T1 and T2 with r buckets. There are two hash functions h1 and h2 

that are applied to the hash table. 

 

Figure 5.2. Cuckoo hashing 

 

5.2.1 Lookup  

Cuckoo hashing performs a lookup in a worst-case constant time. A key 'x' can be stored in 

either T1[h1(x)] or T2[h2(x)].  

 

 The lookup algorithm checks for the existence of the key in both of the locations and 

returns the result. 

5.2.2 Deletion 

Deletion of an element is a simple operation, which removes the key from the table. This is also 

performed in a worst-case constant time. 
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5.2.3 Insertion 

The insert algorithm exhibits the behavior of cuckoo hashing. Every element is either stored in 

T1[h1(x)] or T2[h2(x)], but not both. When inserting the element x, first the location T1[h1(x)] is 

checked for emptiness. If it is empty, then insert 'x' in that location, otherwise, x kicks out the 

element y already present in that location, and x is stored there. To insert the element ‘y’ in table 

T2, the location T2[h2(x)] is checked if it is empty, if so, then insert 'y' in that location, 

otherwise, ‘y’ kicks out the element, and this process is repeated. 

 

 Consider, two hash functions h1(x) = x mod 5, and h2(x) = (x/5) mod 5.Let the elements 

to be inserted into two tables be {20, 50, 71, 1}. Table 5.1 shows the iterations of insertions of 

keys to the cuckoo hash tables.  

Table 5.1. Hashing of keys in array 

x h1(x) = x mod 5 h2(x) = (x/5) mod 5 

20 20 mod 5= 0 20/5 mod 5= 4 

50 50 mod 5 =0 50/5 mod 5= 0 

71 71 mod 5 = 1 71/5 mod 5= 4 

1 1 mod 5 =1 1/5 mod 5 = 0 
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Figure 5.3. Cuckoo hash insertions 

  

 The Figure 5.3 shows the iterations of every key inserted to hash tables using cuckoo 

hashing mechanism. It is evident that in the fourth iteration when key 1 is inserted, it kicks out an 

element 71, and then 71 kicks out an element 20, and finally 20 kicks out element 50. 

However, it may happen that this process repeats and enters a loop. This is solved by rehashing 

mechanism. Rehashing is a design strategy. It does not require allocating new tables, but instead 

choose new hash functions to reinsert the elements within the tables. 

5.3 Variants of Cuckoo Hashing 

Cuckoo hashing is divided into three types based on the number of tables used to store the 

elements: 

1. CHFast: This variant stores elements in two hash tables, with two hash functions. This is used 

to gain performance. 
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2. CHMem: This variant stores elements in four hash tables, with multiple hash functions. This is 

used to gain efficiency in memory. 

3. CHBucket: This variant allows many elements to be stored in one location of the hash table 

[23]. Each location of the hash table has a bucket of size equal to cache-line size. 

 Cuckoo hashing is sensitive to hash functions used [25]. It performs well if good hash 

functions are used. The two important hash functions used in cuckoo hashing are: 

1. MurmurHash64A 

2. Multiplicative hashing: Is a well-known hashing scheme, given by: 

 

 Where, x is the integer to be hashed, w is a number of bits in x {0, . . . 2^w-1}, z is odd 

w-bit integer in {0, . . . . 2^w-1}, and the hash table is of size 2^d. This can be efficiently 

implemented by using multiplication with a random integer and modulo division. It has been 

proven [26] that the collision probability is: 

 

 This probability is twice of the ideal probability and shows that the multiplicative hashing 

is a simple, and a robust hash function.  

 Using a different number of tables and hash functions, multiple variants of cuckoo 

hashing can be implemented. 
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5.4 Implementation of a new Cuckoo Hashing - DUAL CHFast-Simple   

We implement a new variant of Cuckoo hashing- Dual CHFast-Simple. CHFast-Simple is a 

cuckoo hashing technique where two tables are used with two multiplicative hash functions. 

 We create hash functions using the hash code given by, 

Hash Code = (( UPPER * A) + (LOWER *B)) / (2^ (32 - k)) 

Where A, B are random integers, UPPER is the higher 16-bit value of a 32-bit integer, LOWER 

is the lower 16-bit value of a 32-bit integer, and 2^k is the number of buckets we are hashing 

into. 

 We implement Dual CHFast-Simple for introducing the structural sharing between the 

data. This is implemented by using two CHFast-Simple cuckoo hash tables.  

 

 

Figure 5.4. First CHFast-Simple 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Second CHFast-Simple 
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 As shown in Figure 5.4, 5.5, the first cuckoo hash table is used to store the elements in a 

key, value pair, within a node. The second cuckoo hash table is used maintain the versions of 

data. If there are new updates to data, the second cuckoo hash table maintains the structure, for 

storing the past versions even after they are updated. This introduces structural sharing of data, 

where it updates and returns a new copy but internally share almost the same structure. Dual 

CHFast-Simple introduces efficient method of Data persistence.
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CHAPTER 6 

INCRDD: INCREMENTAL UPDATES FOR RDD IN APACHE SPARK 

6.1 Contribution 

We present the solution to efficient incremental processing in Apache Spark in the interface, 

IncRDD. IncRDD is a new custom RDD, created to accept and process the updates of the real-

time data.  

 RDD is a collection of elements which are immutable or constant. IncRDD is a collection 

of Dual CHFast-Simple, partitioned, and mutable elements. It can be pictorially represented as 

below: 

 

Figure 6.1. IncRDD mapping to RDD 
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 We also provide a few APIs to the application programmer to make updates to RDD 

elements. This includes add, update, and delete. 

 The programmer should create an RDD using this package, IncRDD and then use the 

APIs. 

The internal structure of the framework is shown below in Figure 6.2: 

 

Figure 6.2. IncRDD interface structure 

 

The internal structure of the framework is shown below: 

class IncRDD[K, V] extends RDD[K, V] { 

         // Incremental operations to add, modify and delete data in RDD 

         def add (K, V) 

         def update (K, V) 

         def delete (K, V) 

          } 
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6.1.1 Add 

This API is used to add new values to existing RDD. As mentioned in section 3.1, RDD does not 

support any operations / methods that change the value of RDD by default. Add() is used to add 

a key, value pair to existing RDD. 

Parameters - <Key, Value> pair that needs to be added in RDD 

Returns - A new version of IncRDD including the additions. 

6.1.2 Update 

This API is used to add incremental updates to the existing RDD. As mentioned in section 3.1, 

RDD does not support any operations / methods that change the value of RDD by default. 

Update() is used to change the value of an existing key in an RDD. As the real-time data 

changes, this API supports these changes to the existing RDD. An application programmer 

should use this API for incremental updates in IncRDD. 

Parameters - Key, and the value that needs to be updated. 

Returns - A new version of IncRDD including the incremental updates. 

6.1.3 Delete 

This API is used to remove the existing values from an RDD. As mentioned in section 3.1, RDD 

does not support any operations / methods that change the value of RDD by default. Delete() is 

used to remove a key, value pair to existing RDD. Internally, it is implemented using the Dual 

CHFast-Simple cuckoo hashing. 

Parameters - <Key, Value> pair that needs to be removed in RDD 

Returns - A new version of IncRDD including the deletions. 
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6.2 Design and Implementation 

Figure 6.2, shows the design diagram of IncRDD. Firstly, we implement the Dual CHFast-

Simple cuckoo hashing technique, which we discussed in the previous chapter. An abstract class 

is implemented for a partition of the IncRDD. We partition the elements of IncRDD using the 

implementation of IncrementalPartition. Finally, the interface, IncRDD is implemented by 

extending the base RDD and using IncrementalPartition. We also provide a few APIs, including 

add, update, and delete, to perform fine-grained updates to RDDs. 

 

Figure 6.3. Design diagram of IncRDD 
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 It was mainly implemented using Scala programming language. Scala has features of 

object-oriented programming and functional programming. Cuckoo hashing and its variant were 

implemented in java [28] and linked to the scala code. The challenges during design include the 

creation of a partition of IncRDD with cuckoo hashing techniques. The creation of a mutable 

RDD to accept changes and return a new RDD after an update was challenging task in the 

implementation.
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CHAPTER 7 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

7.1 System Setup 

The following setup was used for performing the experiments and evaluating the results. 

Table 7.1. System setup for performing experiments 

System 64 bit Linux  

Spark 2.0 

Hadoop 2.7.3 

Scala 2.11.8 

RAM 8 GB 

Total space for experiment  150 GB 

Number of worker nodes 3 

Data set Up to 5.4GB 

Master node Local and yarn cluster 

Memory per executor 4GB/ 6GB 

Number of cores per executor 7 

Number of executors to launch 6 
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7.2 Comparison with Existing Solutions 

In this section, we present a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of incremental 

updates to RDDs. First, a test application in Spark is developed to use the IncRDD framework 

and the existing solution for incremental updates. Figure 7.1 shows the performance evaluation 

for insertions of new data in RDD. The number of insertions per second is monitored for a 

different number of key, value pair inserts. The performance of insertion of IncRDD is compared 

to the existing solution IndexedRDD, which is implemented using Radix trees.  

 

Figure 7.1. Performance of IncRDD for insertion 

 

 From the Figure 7.1, it is evident that our solution 'IncRDD' shows better performance 

than the IndexedRDD because IncRDD uses a new variant of cuckoo hashing that performs 

faster insertions than adaptive radix trees. Thus, it is natural that IncRDD performs faster than 

other existing solutions. 
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 We also present the evaluation of the performance of insertion by saving the results to 

HDFS text file. This experiment only shows the comparison of inserts for small incremental 

updates. Figure 7.2 show that IncRDD performs 20% faster than IndexedRDD solution. This is 

very close to the expected performance gain mentioned in section 4.2 -Motivation of this thesis: 

that a mutable hash table shows an 18% improvement in performance of insertions in Spark. 

 

Figure 7.2. Insertions to RDD and save to HDFS text file 

 

 Next, we conduct an experiment to show the performance of deletion of data in RDDS. 

We write a Spark application to delete the key, value pairs of existing RDD. Figure 7.3 shows 

the performance evaluation for deletions of existing data in RDD. The number of deletions per 

second is monitored for a different number of key, value pair inserts. The performance of 

deletions of IncRDD is compared to the existing solution IndexedRDD, which is implemented 

with Radix trees. From the Figure 7.3, it is evident that our solution 'IncRDD' shows better 

performance than the IndexedRDD because IncRDD uses a new variant of cuckoo hashing that 

performs faster deletions than adaptive radix trees. Thus, it is natural that IncRDD performs 

faster than other existing solutions. 
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Figure 7.3. Performance of IncRDD for deletions. 

 

 We also present the evaluation of the performance of deletions by saving the results to 

HDFS text file. This experiment only shows the comparison of deletions of few data. Figure 7.4 

show that IncRDD performs 15% faster deletions than IndexedRDD solution. 

 

Figure 7.4. Deletions to RDD and save to HDFS text file 

 

 Finally, we conduct an experiment to show the performance of incremental updates of 

data in RDDS. We write a Spark application to perform incremental updates to the few of the 

existing key, value pairs of RDD. Figure 7.5 shows the performance evaluation for incremental 
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updates of existing data in RDD. The number of updates per second is monitored for a different 

number of key, value pair inserts. The performance of incremental updates to IncRDD is 

compared to the existing solution IndexedRDD, which is implemented using Radix trees. From 

the Figure 7.5, it is evident that our solution 'IncRDD' shows better performance than the 

IndexedRDD. 

 

Figure 7.5. Performance of IncRDD for incremental updates 

. 

 We also present the evaluation of the performance of updations by saving the results to 

HDFS text file. This experiment only shows the comparison of incremental updates to the 

existing IncRDD data.  

 The Figure 7.6 show that IncRDD performs 50% faster incremental updates than 

IndexedRDD solution. This shows that our solution IncRDD, which uses mutable Dual CHFast-

Simple cuckoo hashing outperforms other existing solutions for providing incremental updates in 

Apache Spark. 
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Figure 7.6. Incremental updates to RDD 

 

7.3 Real-time Sampling with updates 

Spark is used to sample large datasets and perform analysis. However, the sampled data can 

incur changes with real-time data. Samples include a dataset containing weather changes, flight 

schedules, sensor data, mobile generated data and other reports. 

 

Figure 7.7. Real-time sampling with updates 
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 In this experiment, we use Spark to perform sampling and store the sample with 

incremental updates to RDD and perform few operations on sampled data. Operations include 

additions, modifications and deletions in the sampled data.  

 The dataset used in experiment is from Airline dataset [35] which consist of flight 

schedules of US domestic flights from 2008. Incremental dataset was used to perform evaluation 

of IncRDD to sample the dataset and execute the operations. A fraction of dataset was sampled 

and incrementally updated in IncRDD and finally stored into HDFS file system. As shown in 

Figure 7.7, the performance of IncRDD was captured against the existing solution. It depicts 

clearly that in an average case, IncRDD performs 15% faster sampling and execution of 

incremental operations than other existing solutions. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Contributions 

We proposed the solution, 'IncRDD', to support efficient incremental updates in Apache Spark's 

RDD. This framework presented new methods to introduce mutability in the Spark RDDs. The 

original contribution of the thesis is to implement incremental updates in Spark but retaining all 

advantages of Spark's immutability. However, implementing a new cuckoo hashing variant, Dual 

CHFast-Simple, with carefully chosen hashing scheme, has proved to have better efficiency in 

supporting immutability in RDDs. 

 The existing solutions were more complicated to implement and has lower efficiency due 

to worse average case performance. This study benchmarked the solution with previous 

solutions, in order to compare the efficiency of each operation of Incremental RDD. Our 

experiments clearly indicate that, by carefully choosing hashing scheme and hashing function, 

the updates perform significantly better than the existing adaptive radix trees.  

 At the end, we presented experiments on real-time data to test performance of IncRDD 

under large datasets. We demonstrated that IncRDD is a superior alternative to the traditional 

solutions for updates in RDD. The Experiments supported the claim that the efficiency of 

incremental updates with IncRDD, increases with large datasets on Spark system.  
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 While each operation challenges for optimal performance, such as implementing 

algorithms to best utilize the Spark platform and retaining Spark's advantages, this study shows 

an efficient method for incremental updates to Spark platform. In addition to incremental 

updates, IncRDD also provides fine-grained operations for insertions and deletions of data in 

RDD. 

8.2 Future Work 

In the future, we intend to extend IncRDD to support mutability / incremental updates in 

accelerated RDD operations including reduce, filter and persist. Also, IncRDD should support 

special Joins including full outer joins, inner joins, and re-indexing.   

 Spark supports two kinds of shared variables [29]: broadcast variables, which are used to 

cache the values in memory on all the worker nodes, and accumulators, which are only added to 

support counters. There could be instances where the data shared by these shared variables need 

support few updates. IncRDD can be extended to implement incremental updates to data stored 

in shared variables in Spark. New algorithms can be developed to work with scalable and 

heterogeneous data that is being shared among all the worker nodes in Spark platform. 

 IncRDD can be applied to Incremental checkpointing in Spark to provide efficient fault 

tolerance for RDDs. We also intend to work on synchronization of concurrent, incremental 

updates. We plan to create new APIs to IncRDD to support incremental processing in all the 

above mentioned functionalities of Spark. 
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